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Apple's new iPhone events are now the biggest gadget launch of the year, and it was no different this year, with Apple taking over the huge Bill Graham Civic Auditorium in San Francisco to announce its new flagship smartphone: the iPhone 6S. With the eyes of the world on it, Apple delivered in spades, and after months of speculation, rumors and leaks, we finally got our first
look at - again - the wonderfully designed iPhone 6S. Now that Apple has officially let the cat out of the bag, what do we know about the new iPhone 6S, along with its bigger brother iPhone 6S Plus? Most importantly, when can we get our eagerly few hands on new devices?iPhone 6S: What do you need to knowWhat is it? Apple's next flagship iPhone When is it out? You can pre-
order the iPhone 6S and iPhone 6S Plus on Saturday 12 September, and it's available from September 25.What will it cost? Prices start at $199 (around £129) for the iPhone 6S and $299 (around £195) for the iPhone 6S PlusiPhone 6S: What is it? Apple launches a new iPhone (or two) every September and things are no different in 2015. The iPhone 6S launch date has been
confirmed as the September 9th, and we're ready for the ninth generation of Cupertino's famous smartphone. The iPhone 6S will take over the mantle of Apple's flagship phone from the iPhone 6, but as the name suggests the differences between the two will be relatively incremental. The iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus will remain on sale, following Apple's recent tradition of keeping
its older phones available at a lower price. At the launch event on September 9, Apple CEO Tim Cook announced that we won't have to wait long to put our names up on the iPhone 6S and iPhone 6S Plus, with preorders opening next Saturday, September 12th- September 12.The phones themselves will start winging their way to us from September 25, although if past iPhone
releases are anything to go by, you may have to sit tight while enough inventory is available.Network operators Three and Vodafone have already told us that they will be stocking the iPhone 6S and iPhone 6S Plus while you will also be able to walk into Carphone Warehouse, Currys PC World and, of course, Apple Store high street stores get hold of one.iPhone 6S:
PriceWhenever new iPhone is announced that we always prepare ourselves (and our wallets) for the worst in terms of naming prices, but this year Apple had some pretty good news. The iPhone 6S will launch at the same price as the iPhone 6 did last year, so for the 16GB variant you'll be splashing out £539, with the 64GB version costing £619 and the 128GB version weighing in
at £699.iPhone 6S: CameraThe iPhone 6S and iPhone 6S Plus will have an all-new 12MP iSight camera that comes with 50% more pixels than snappers in last year's models , for even more details in the photos. As megapixels alone are not a maketh camera, the sensor has also been improved behind the scenes, and autofocus is now faster and more accurate. As showed
during your event, even the pictures in low-light conditions contained fantastic details, and for the first time ever for the iPhone, the iPhone 6S can take 4K videos as well. For startup Speilbergs out there you can then edit 4K shots on iMovie on your iPhone as well. Using the new 3D Touch technology (more on that in a bit), you can also press and hold the Camera app icon and
instantly choose to take a selfie shot with a 5MP front camera. The iPhone 6S and iPhone 6S Plus also use their screens like Retina Flash to help compose the best Face-Time photos ever, even in the dark. Live Photos is another new feature, and although Apple has been keen to highlight how revolutionary it is, we're not sure. It's still a nice sounding addition, though, and as
after you've taken a photo as usual, you can press on it with a 3D touchscreen and the photo will play like a short video clip instead. Live Photos are taken automatically, all you need to do is take your photos as you normally would, and the iPhone 6S will capture moments before, during and after you say cheese Another nice touch is that when you scroll through the library,
preview clips live photos play as well, making your pictures feel alive.iPhone 6S: Screen and 3D TouchThe iPhone 6S comes with a 4.7-inch screen screen , the iPhone 6S Plus sports a 5.5-inch retina display, and the displays of both phones come with brand new glass made with a new ion process, making them less prone to scratches or cracks. The screens also come with a lot
of the proverbial 3D Touch technology, which Apple claims is the biggest change in how we interact with our phones since the inclusion of multi-touch with the original iPhone.3D Touch originally debuted on the Apple Watch, although it was called Force Touch on Apple wearables. It can tell you what power you use when tapping the screen, what gives you even more control over
how you interact with the iPhone, and how Apple claims it makes it the most powerful iPhone ever. Use the Peek gesture, activated by pressing and holding the icons of your favorite apps, you can quickly bring up additional offerings that make using the new iOS 9 software easier than ever.iPhone 6S: PowerAs expects the iPhone 6S (and iPhone 6S Plus) to come with a new and
improved A9 64-bit chip that's 70% faster at processing tasks than the A8 chip in iPhone 6. It's also 90% faster in graphics, while Apple promises console-class graphics. It also comes with an M9 motion coprocessor to track your fitness with health apps, and helps power Siri to help the virtual assistant stay on and listen to your commands whenever you need it. That said, all you
have to do now is tell Hey Siri and your iPhone 6S will load Siri, allowing you to use voice control without having to touch your iPhone.The iPhone 6S also supports LTE-Advanced cellular data, which is much faster than the LTE support found in the iPhone 6, and it also has twice as fast Wi-Fi as you like to use your fingerprint to unlock your phone, then you'll be glad to hear that
the iPhone 6S has a brand new Touch ID that's twice as fast as the previous version, so it's never been faster or easier to secure and unlock your iPhone with a simple touch. People hold on to their iPhone longer, and while it's great for sniping more life out of your smartphone, it's not that good when it comes to getting good trade-in value when you eventually decide to upgrade.
Take your iPhone 6, about to celebrate your fifth birthday, or the 2015 iPhone 6s. If you bought one phone, it probably served you well over the years, but trade-in values just before the expected launch of the iPhone 11 aren't likely to put much of a hole in the price of new Apple phones. Still, upgrading from a one generation iPhone 6 to apple's new smartphone will be a big leap
forward for you in terms of functionality and functionality. And even a small trade-in value is better than paying the full price for your new phone. Based on our survey of popular sales sites, you can expect anywhere from $25 to $115 back, depending on which iPhone you're trading and which carrier it's tied to. MORE: The best places to buy and sell used iPhoneFirst stuff first:
when it comes to trading these models, bigger is better. You can expect the best return from the iPhone 6s Plus, although even the iPhone 6 Plus can bring as much value as the newer (and smaller) 6s in some cases. You can expect the best return if you have an unlocked phone at this point, although some of the retailers we have looked at offer a flat fee no matter which carrier
your device is tied to. As of this writing, Amazon offers the best return on average for both the iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus, though Gazelle occasionally beats the retail giant with its quoted trade-in values for unlocked phones or high-capacity models. For the iPhone 6s, consider Gazelle or Best Buy.Gazelle prices on older, carrier-bound models are generally the
lowest, while payouts from Walmart are also at the lower end of the scale. (To its credit, Walmart isn't particularly financial about which model of iPhone you want to turn to, which is more than we can say about other trade-in stores and these older iPhones.) We couldn't find trade-in values for the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus on Gamestop, although its prices for the 6s and 6s Plus are
competitive. If you have a Gamestop Pro membership, you can expect a slightly better return when you trade on your iPhone; Membership costs $14.99 a year. The lists below show the maximum cash and credit offers you can now expect from these large retailers who have trade-in programs. The phone will usually have to be in good condition (or in some cases as a new one),
which is a high order for phones that came out in 2014 and 2015. The device must have an un cracked screen, have turned off the iPhone find mine and be able to turn it on. Phone also have to erase alebo ho väčšina maloobchodníkov neakceptuje. At Walmart, you'll maximize your return by including a charger with your trade-in.iPhone 6 (16GB / 64GB / 128GB)
AT&amp;TSprintT-MobileVerizonUnlockedAmazon$55/$55/$55$55/NA/NA$55/NA/NA$55/NA/NA$55/$55/$55Best Buy (in-store credit)$40/$45/$50$40/$45/$50$40/$45/NA$40/$45/$50$40/$45/$50Gazelle$28/$36/$46$18/$31/$39$26/$36/$40$22/$47/$56$37/$62/$61Walmart (in-store credit)$34/$40/$45$34/$40/$45$34/$40/$45$34/$40/$45$34/$40/$45 iPhone 6 Plus (16GB /
64GB / 128GB) AT&amp;TSprintT-MobileVerizonUnlockedAmazon$75/$80/$90Not Available$75/$80/NANot Available$75/$80/$90Best Buy (in-store credit)$55/$65/$70$55/$65/$70$55/NA/NA$55/$65/$70$55/$65/$70Gazelle$62/$72/$93$50/$74/$74$64/$86/$89$50/$73/$95$78/$86/$102Walmart (in-store credit)$45/$54/$58$45/$54/$58$45/$54/$58$45/$54/$58$45/$54/$58
iPhone 6s (16GB / 64GB / 128GB) AT&amp;TSprintT-MobileVerizonUnlockedAmazonNA/$ 75/NANot AvailableNot AvailableNot Available$70/$75/$80Best Buy (in-store credit)$90/$90/$90$90/$90/$90$90/$90/$90$90/$90/$90$90/$90/$90Gamestop (in-store credit/cash)$60/$65/$75$50/NA/NA$60/NA/NANot
Available$70/$75/$80Gazelle$43/$78/$92$34/$64/$74$54/$79/$82$29/$42/$94$63/$97/$102Walmart (in-store credit)$41/$47/$49$41/$47/$49$41/$47/$49$41/$47/$49$41/$47/$49 iPhone 6s Plus (16GB / 64GB / 128GB) AT&amp;TSprintT-MobileVerizonUnlockedAmazon$100/$105/$115Not Available$100/$105/$115Not Available$100/$105/$115Best Buy (in-store
credit)$90/$90/$90$90/$90/$90$90/$90/$90$90/$90/$90$90/NA/NAGamestop (in-store credit/cash)$90/$95/$95$32/$85/$95$85/$90/$95Not Available$90/$95/$110Gazelle$48/$62/$70$50/$55/$67$48/$62/$64$68/$84/$88$72/$82/$86Walmart (in-store credit)$67/$81/$81$67/$81/$81$67/$81/$81$67/$81/$81$ 67/$81/$81 credit)$
67/$81/$81$67/$81/$81$67/$81/$81$67/$81/$81$67/$81/$81
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